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"Free World One will launch us into the next stage of our species' evolution"
says founder Colin Turner
April 3, 2018 – Irish author, activist and founder of The Free World Charter, Colin Turner
has launched a new business, Free World One, that he claims will propel us into the next
stage of our species' evolution.
Fuelled by the belief that free access to basic living requirements is now a fundamental
human right of all twenty-first century citizens, Free World One's mission is to create, support
and fund a wide variety of projects that promote their ethos of creating a free and
sustainable planet for all.
Founder Colin Turner explains:
“It’s time for us to realise that humanity’s struggle for survival is basically over. We can
provide for everyone now sustainably and with minimal effort if we just organise ourselves
specifically for that purpose. We are still behaving as though life is a dog-eat-dog fight for
resources, when our level of technology has made it easier than ever to produce the things
we need to survive. It appears as though we are just blindly continuing the same
millennia-old habits without questioning their usefulness.
“Free World One is dedicated to shining a light on and supporting projects that help us move
away from these habits and re-learn how easy it can be for everyone to enjoy a richer, more
sustainable life beyond this antiquated competition, just by working together a little.”
Projects include the free-sharing global community site Freeworlder.com, and the open
awards and reputation network HonorPay.org, with other projects in development including
PlayUp Games, an education syllabus that teaches cooperation and life skills through the
medium of games, and a feature length film adaptation of popular novel F-Day: The Second
Dawn of Man.
Funds derived from these projects pay the company's minimal operational costs and are
invested into new projects, with profits distributed to shareholders.
Free World One is in the process of raising capital by selling shares in the company, giving
supporters the opportunity to help drive change while also allowing them to benefit
financially. The funding drive is already over 25% complete with 183 investors securing
shares at a price of just 99c each.

The irony of a for-profit company whose aim is to free the world from a profit system has not
been lost on the founder:
“We are not dreamers. We are realists. The kind of world where we can support everyone
through cooperation and technology is not quite ready yet. Spreading ideas like this in an
environment still immersed in the noise of consumerism is a near impossible task.
“However, there is quite a considerable intersection of ideas that can advance our aims that
also have potential within a for-profit model. This is where we are principally aiming the
activities for Free World One - to be an efficient, ethical company that can sustain itself while
still promoting the ‘good stuff’ that will hopefully one day exit us from the grip of consumer
culture entirely.”
The launch of Free World One comes just days before Colin's appearance as guest speaker
at the 10th annual Zeitgeist Day (Z-Day) in Frankfurt, Germany on April 7, where he hopes to
raise awareness of his latest venture and encourage support.
--About Free World One
Free World One is a hybrid, for-profit philanthropic company that
creates, supports and funds a wide variety of projects that promote
their ethos of creating a free and sustainable planet for all. Funds
derived from their projects pay operational costs and are invested into
new projects, with profits distributed to shareholders.

About Colin R. Turner
Colin R. Turner is an Irish activist, musician, author and founder of
Free World One, The Free World Charter, Freeworlder.com,
HonorPay.org and PlayUp.Games. He's been featured on the BBC as
the 'Moneyless Man', has appeared on RTV's Marbella Now
numerous times discussing the Free World movement, and has also
been on a variety of radio and online programs. Colin's books, 'F-Day:
The Second Dawn of Man' and 'Into The Open Economy', both
entered the Kindle Top 100 Charts, with the latter occupying the #1
spot for several weeks.
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